
EDUCATION IS NOT JUST GOING TO SCHOOL ESSAY

Education is not just about going to school and getting a degree. It's about widening your knowledge and absorbing the
truth about life. Shakuntala Devi.

It opposes the conventional concept which basically deals with only scoring marks and passing the exams. So,
why is it extremely important to get a proper education? Students go to school and colleges more for the sake
of amusement than learning. As I started my school placement in my third year, I became ill and could not
finish my teaching placement. Bring anything new to help the table, not typically what anyone think these
guys want so that it will hear. You may also like. Was this a place where children felt safe? It helps to
maintain a balance between our body, mind and spirit as well as promotes further required advancement in the
education technology. It is more than just learning from books. However, it is generally not at all times
possible when you need to perform appropriately even should you look into your position best and so put near
hard job. So why would we change tradition to go to school all year. However, it needs a broad effort by
everyone to make the possibility of proper education system in every corner of the country. Education helps a
person in nourishing his present and future by ensuring aim of the life. Quality and importance of the
education is increasing day by day. Respectable buy essay services may possibly help somebody whenever
you and your family need. A lot of people are unquestionably the freelance composition writing company that
provides been providing freelance composition writing help to students since just before to school around each
of our globe. It makes him an individual with great ethics and values. For this reason, I personally think kids
should go to a year round school. We should encourage the education in the backward areas by letting them
know the benefits of education. Custom dissertation writing possibilities are ubiquitous online, in addition , all
linked with it can take is a quick on-line search that would discover every essay smaller business. Education
not only helps to achieve success on an individual level but it also adds up to the economic growth of a
country. Without education we are incomplete and our lives are useless. Education expands our vision and
creates awareness. It is said that education is not preparation for life; education is life itself. Education enables
everyone in the society to interpret with the things around them in very positive way. Our classroom have an
appearance of almost a cinema hall; well furnished with chairs and electric fans and blackboard which can be
compared to a screen on the background of which the teacher stands more or less like an actor trying to please
his audience by his saucy remarks, pleasant stories etc. The vast ocean of knowledge gained through education
helps us to solve bigger problems in a very rational and positive way making the platform towards success in
respective professions. Education also improves your productivity and makes you smarter to accomplish a
given task by the use of modern technology. Thus the development of any country depends hugely on the
education standard available to its citizens. It makes the use of internet, computers and audio video
components to make children understand the basics of a concept and prepares them for their future. Though
condition has improved than earlier and various steps have been taken by the government to improve the
education status in the country. On our other hand, students with whom buy works that might be not
plagiarized get tall marks. Each of us should try our best to get educated at higher level as well as make the
good education accessible for everyone globally particularly the poor and disabled people. We can learn by
watching TV, reading books, discussion and by other various means.


